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Dates to
Remember :
March 6
College Information
Night
6:00 PM
March 14
HS Field Trip to Furman
March 20-31
MAP Testing
4th -9th grade
April 1
Super Service Saturday
10:00 AM – 2:00 PM
April 3
Student Holiday for
Infant/Toddler & Primary
Only; Parent
Conferences; Extended
Day Available
April 7
Early Dismissal
11:30 Primary-LEL
12:00 UEL, MS, HS
April 10-14
Spring Break
Extended Day available
(except on April 14)
April 17
Easter Monday
Student Holiday
All Programs Closed

From the Head of School
Dear MSA Family:
Featured in this week’s edition of Montessori Matters are
photographs high-lighting our Primary Program. I hope that you will
enjoy seeing these students in action – busy working with the
Montessori materials and learning concepts that are foundational
to their future academic success.
Montessori encourages learning from peers in part by using three-year age groupings. This
ensures that as children move through the classroom, they will be exposed to older and
younger peers, facilitating both imitative learning and peer tutoring. Dr. Montessori was clear
about the need for this mix of different ages: “The main thing is that the groups should
contain different ages….To have success you must have these different ages. The older
children are interested in the younger, and the younger in the older.”
A child enters the Primary classroom at 3 years of age and remains there until he or she has
completed the “cycle of materials,” the full set of materials that Dr. Montessori determined
was optimal for a Primary classroom. For most children, the full set takes about three years
to master. Then the child moves on to Lower Elementary for about three years and masters
the complement of materials there before moving on to Upper Elementary.
Our multi-age groupings extend the possibility for learning by imitation, since children can
learn from others who are just older. Slightly older children can serve as the best kinds of
models for learning to reenact structured sequences of action, from which much Montessori
learning stems. By repeating structured sequences of actions with materials and deeply
concentrating, children can arrive at particular insights. And younger children can learn from
their older peers what they will later be able to do themselves – quite a motivating factor, as
Montessori asserts, “To understand what the older ones are doing fills the little ones with
enthusiasm.”
The Primary years represent an explosion of learning and cognitive development, and the
Montessori materials facilitate that learning beautifully in classrooms all over the world.
Outcomes include tuning spoken language, coordinated movements, intentionality, the
capacity to make choices, sensorial learning that sets the stage for abstraction, order, and the
capacity to connect with others. You will see that our Primary classrooms are organized and
orderly, replete with interesting objects to explore and age-appropriate, purposeful
activities.

I’m pleased to report that our Primary enrollment is the highest that it has been in years –
and there is a lot of learning going on in each of those three classrooms. Seeing those
children’s excitement about learning new things should inspire us all to continue in our own
exploration of new learning and growth.
Yours in Montessori Education,
Vance

Primary students at work
Vivian is working with the
grammar box.
She is learning how words
function in a sentence.

Cora is tracing the metal insets.
This is direct preparation for
writing.

Rileigh is working on painting
with water colors.

Marc is conducting research on
tornadoes.

Thomas is preparing himself
a snack.

Liam is building the Brown Stair.
This material is from the Sensorial
area of our classroom.

Spring Cleaning?
Please save gently used shoes for our Shoe Drive. We have partnered with an organization that ships shoes
to developing countries to promote microeconomics. When we provide shoes to start small businesses,
parents are able to provide for their children. MSA benefits by helping families internationally and receiving
fundraising dollars based on the amount of shoes we collect.
Bring on the shoes and drop them by the front office!

This week, as a part of the Middle
School Personal World and
Horticulture curriculum, we learned
some basic carpentry and built a
3-bin compost system for the
gardens by the MSA track.
Upper Elementary held a
Medieval Festival, which
was a culmination of our
history unit on the
Renaissance. Henry the VI,
The Royal Family, artists
and merchants along with
many other Medieval
characters transformed
their room back in time.

Dr. Mahajan’s
The Chemistry class studied
the “Chemistry of Love”

